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(NAPSA)—Which hairstyles
will have kids talking this year? 

To make their predictions,
experts at Hair Cuttery surveyed
more than 3,000 kids online and
at their 800 salons. Here are the
results of the 2nd Annual Hair
Cuttery Kids Trends Report. The
hottest trends for girls are:

Long with Curls—Soft and
touchable curls are all the rage,
says Robin DiGiovannantonio,
Hair Cuttery trends guru and
color expert. “There’s definitely a
trend in fashion and hair to recre-
ate the 80s, but on a much milder
note. Instead of the big, crunchy-
hard curls popular 20 years ago,
we're seeing softer rolls and more
romantic ringlets.”

A favorite celebrity with the
long and curly look is Hilary Duff,
star of the popular television
show, “Lizzie McGuire,” and top
female pick in the survey.
“Hilary’s got a great youthful
look,” says DiGiovannantonio.
“Whether you’re riding a yellow
bus to school or cool convertible to
the movies, Hilary’s red carpet
curls are playful yet sophisticated
without being overdone.”

Long and Sleek—Stick-
straight hair is also quite popular
among kids who love to skate.
Some of their favorites are musi-
cian Avril Lavigne and actress
Amanda Bynes. “Avril is total
skater sleek,” says DiGiovannan-
tonio. “Her stick-straight locks are
fairly easy to get and even easier
to maintain.”

The hottest trends for boys are:
Long and Tousled—There

are plenty of boys out there who
like to use styling products and
tools to achieve a style like musi-
cal artist Aaron Carter or Ashton
Kutcher, star of Fox’s “That ’70s
Show.” “Many are going for the

messy look that was so popular in
the late ’60s and early ’70s,”
DiGiovannantonio says. 

Ashton Kutcher, male winner
of the survey, has an especially
popular look. “His hair says, ‘Go
ahead, mess it up, it will only get
better.’ And it will,” DiGiovannan-
tonio says. “You can’t go wrong
with a look that’s so versatile.”

Short and Clean—For the
guys who don’t like a lot of fuss, a
short, natural shape is not only
easy to maintain, but also very cool.  

Musical artists Justin Timber-
lake and Usher both sport looks
that lots of kids ask for in the
salons. 

“Justin’s got a look that’s really
easy to maintain, while Usher’s in-
shape style says he’s on top of his
game. That’s what most guys
want: to look good without a lot of
fuss,” says DiGiovannantonio.

To learn more about the latest
hair styles and techniques, go to
www.haircuttery.com.

Hottest Hair Trends Easy To Achieve

Long and sleek or soft and curly,
today’s girls’ hairstyles are easier
to maintain.

(NAPSA)—The glow of popu-
larity still burns brightly for the
pocket lighter that has become an
international icon. Zippo has just
produced its 400 millionth lighter.

Because its inventor, George
Blaisdell liked the sound of the
word “zipper” he called his lighter
“Zippo.” Since that first lighter
was manufactured in 1933, thou-
sands of different designs, logos or
artwork have graced the lighter
over the years. Present Zippo art-
work depicts activities, companies
or personalities ranging from pro-
fessional sports teams to rock
bands. 

Fans of Zippo lighters the
world over have a warm spot for
the lighter, which has become a
valued collectible. Some of the
earliest lighters from 1933—rare
but still in existence—have been
known to bring up to $18,000 or
more in mint condition. 

The reasons people collect
them are as varied as the lighters
themselves. Some collect because
the lighters recall a particular
time in their lives; others began
collecting because the artwork
featured on Zippo lighters relates
to a person, place or activity of
interest to them. 

Faced with a decline in smok-
ing Zippo has started to move into
new product categories, including
the recently-introduced Zippo
Multi-Purpose Lighter, a refillable
butane utility lighter. 

Still, Zippo’s popularity as a
collectible continues to grow. In
2002, Zippo introduced its own

collector ’s club, Zippo Click, to
support the estimated four million
Zippo collectors in the United
States and millions more around
the world. 

To continue its allure to collec-
tors and consumers alike, Zippo
has introduced the Z-Series, a line
of first-run, limited-production
Zippo lighters crafted from innov-
ative materials and manufactured
with state-of-the-art processes.
The first edition, the Z-Series
Copper Project, is made from 99.9
percent pure copper as opposed to
the standard brass case that is a
70/30 copper and zinc alloy. 

For more information about
the company, its history and its
products, visit the Web site at
www.zippo.com. 

The Flame Keeps Burning For A Classic Lighter

The Z-Series is the newest
entry into a voluminous line of
collectible lighters. The company
recently reached another historic
milestone with production of its
400 millionth lighter.

(NAPSA)—Dear Dr. Moore:

What can I do to help ad-
dress the problem of climate
change?

The most important thing is to
reduce fossil fuel consumption.

When fossil fuels—including
coal, oil and natural
g a s — a r e  b u r n e d
for energy, carbon
dioxide and other
greenhouse gases
are released into the
environment. These
e m i s s i o n s  a r e
thought to be the
leading cause of

human-induced climate change.
However, industrial society relies
to an enormous degree on fossil
fuels and reducing their consump-
tion is a major challenge.  

As individuals, we can con-
tribute by reducing our energy
consumption and, where possible,
using renewable energy and
materials. 

In some parts of the country,
consumers can choose to buy
“green” energy produced by wind,
hydro and biomass (usually wood
waste). One of the most environ-
mentally friendly technologies is
the ground source heat pump,
which uses renewable earth
energy from beneath the home to
provide hot water, heat and air
conditioning. Heat pumps can be
specified for new homes and many
existing homes can be retrofit.

In terms of materials, all
resource use has an environmen-
tal impact—but some have a
much greater impact than others.
Wood is a renewable material pro-
duced with natural solar energy,
compared with steel, cement and
plastics, which are non-renewable
and require the consumption of
fossil fuels to produce. Where it
makes sense, like in construction,
substituting or continuing to use

wood in place of these other mate-
rials can help reduce greenhouse
gas emissions.

Lessening our dependence on
fossil fuels will be a gradual
process. In the meantime, forests
also have a major role to play in
reducing greenhouse gases—and
societies should be doing what they
can to maximize these benefits.

Put simply, trees grow by tak-
ing carbon dioxide out of the
atmosphere and converting it into
sugars, which are then used to
build the wood. When a tree
decays or burns, the carbon con-
tained in the wood is released
back into the environment and the
cycle is complete.

Although trees continue to
store carbon dioxide for as long as
they’re growing, scientists agree
that it isn’t possible to completely
offset human fossil fuel consump-
tion by planting more trees. On
the other hand, deforestation is
responsible for about 20 percent of
global carbon dioxide emissions.
This is occurring primarily in the
tropics where forests are perma-
nently cleared for agriculture or
urban settlement. By reforesting
some of the areas cleared for
farming, we could add a signifi-
cant amount of new carbon stor-
age—enough to have a positive
impact on climate change.

To become part of the climate
change solution, I believe that a
sensible environmentalist would
reduce energy consumption, use
renewable energy and materials,
a n d  s u p p o r t  p o l i c i e s  a n d
practices that lead to forest
abundance.

• Dr. Patrick Moore has been a
leader of the environmental move-
ment for more than 30 years. A co-
founder and former president of
Greenpeace, he holds a PhD in
ecology and a BSc in forest biol-
ogy. Questions can be sent to
Patrick@SensibleEnvironmental
ist.com. 

Dr. Moore

Web Site Offers Up-To-The-
Minute Travel Bargains
(NAPSA)—Imagine hotel rooms

for $69-$99 per night; airfare as
low as $34-$69 one way to New
York and Ft. Lauderdale; air, hotel
and car rental packages to Ireland
starting at $449 per person. 

These are the types of deals a
growing number of people are
now finding on a Web site that
offers the latest worldwide travel
bargains.

BargainBox.com (www.Bargain
Box.com) is one feature of the
Independent Traveler, a Web site
dedicated to providing travel bar-
gains, practical travel tips and
first-hand recommendations from
other travelers.

Unlike many bargain sites,
bargains are hand-selected by edi-
tors who also highlight their top
three choices within “Editor ’s
Picks.” 

The site is designed so the bar-
gain-minded traveler can search
by keyword, destination city, de-
parture city, provider, date posted
and expiration. 

Great deals can be found on air-
fare, hotels, car rentals, cruises,
and vacation packages as well as
bargains for family, student, and
senior travelers.

If  you are planning a last
minute vacation or an upcoming
weekend getaway, this site can
help with your travel plans. 

To learn more about Independent
Traveler, visit the Web site at
www.IndependentTraveler.com. 

A Web site offers travelers infor-
mation on the latest travel deals.

(NAPSA)—From flavored
ground turkey to marinated ten-
derloins and roasts, you can
choose from a wide variety of deli-
cious turkey products. Lemon
garlic flavored turkey tenderloins
can be quickly mixed with vegeta-
bles and pasta to create a great-
tasting fettuccine that’s perfect
for family or guests. Tantalizing
Turkey Tacos are another easy, low-
fat favorite. For tasty turkey
recipes that to help make break-
fast, lunch, dinner and snacks
more nutritious all year long,
visit www.jennieoturkeystore.
com. 

What weighs 140 pounds, fea-
tures a 3,000-year-old design
and is made of high-tech ceram-
ics? It’s a Big Green Egg, the
modern version of  a kamado
cooker. Kamado is the Japanese
word for the ancient Chinese
clay cookers used since around
1000 B.C. It ’s  fuel  eff icient
because it burns natural lump
charcoal, 80 percent of which
remains for your next barbecue
occasion.  Everything from
grilled steaks to smoked ribs can
be cooked on a kamado. You can
learn more about this outdoor
cooker at www.biggreenegg.com.

With so much to do and so little
time, it’s no wonder the idea of a
“lunch hour” has become a thing of

the past. Due in part to America’s
outlook on productivity and effi-
ciency in the workplace, today’s
“lunch hour” is more like the
“lunch minute.” However, contrary
to popular belief, forgoing lunch is
not conducive to productivity.
According to nutritional experts,
lunch should not be optional. Look
for lunches that are easily trans-
portable. Some good choices for a
hot, easy-to-prepare lunch are the
new frozen bowls that are now on
the market. Uncle Ben’s® frozen
bowls are the ideal lunch solution
because they provide a full line of
delicious, microwaveable meals
that are ready to eat in minutes.
Additionally, each bowl is a single
serving, packed with flavor and
easily transportable.

***
The man or woman who trea-
sures his friends is usually solid
gold himself.

—Marjorie Holmes
***

***
If fate means you to lose, give
him a good fight anyhow.

—William McFee
***

***
Blessed are those who can give
without remembering and take
without forgetting.

—Elizabeth Bibesco
***




